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Abstract: Within the Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD+)
framework, the involvement of local communities in national forest monitoring activities
has the potential to enhance monitoring efficiency at lower costs while simultaneously
promoting transparency and better forest management. We assessed the consistency of forest
monitoring data (mostly activity data related to forest change) collected by local experts in
the UNESCO Kafa Biosphere Reserve, Ethiopia. Professional ground measurements and
high resolution satellite images were used as validation data to assess over 700 forest change
observations collected by the local experts. Furthermore, we examined the complementary
use of local datasets and remote sensing by assessing spatial, temporal and thematic data
quality factors. Based on this complementarity, we propose a framework to integrate local
expert monitoring data with satellite-based monitoring data into a National Forest
Monitoring System (NFMS) in support of REDD+ Measuring, Reporting and Verifying
(MRV) and near real-time forest change monitoring.
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1. Introduction
Forests cover approximately 30% of the Earth’s land surface [1] and are of immense value to
humankind, as they provide habitats for a wide variety of species and play an important role in the global
carbon cycle. However, a loss of approximately 2101 square kilometers of tropical forests per year [1]
has made a significant contribution to the increase of greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere,
resulting in accelerated global warming [2,3]. To mitigate this effect, the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) has proposed an international mechanism called Reducing
Emissions from Deforestation and Degradation (REDD+) in developing countries [3,4]. The REDD+
mechanism includes reducing deforestation and forest degradation, forest enhancement, sustainable
forest management and conservation [5]. Recently, the 19th Conference of Parties (COP) of the
UNFCCC in Warsaw, November, 2013, agreed on a collection of seven decisions on REDD+ [6].
Together with the REDD+ decisions adopted at previous COPs, these decisions provide international
policy guidance (the Rulebook on REDD+) on how countries should deal with REDD+ in the framework
of the UNFCCC [6]. Besides reduction of carbon emissions, the REDD+ mechanism also includes
establishment of national institutions, ensuring co-benefits and safeguards and, above all, creating
performance-based financing mechanisms [2,7,8].
A country participating in REDD+ requires a reliable, transparent and credible national-level forest
monitoring system (NFMS) for Measuring, Reporting and Verifying (MRV) activity data and emission
factors [8–10]. Activity data is defined as the magnitude of human activity resulting in emissions or
removals. In the case of forest-related emissions and removals, activity data refers to forest area change
(generally measured in hectares), whereas the emission factor is related to the rate of emission of a given
GHG from a given source, relative to units of activity (generally measured in tons of carbon per
hectare) [2]. Given that forest change is a dynamic process, monitoring needs to be carried out on a
regular basis to support national MRV requirements. Establishing such monitoring systems is presumed
to be expensive for developing countries [8,11–13]. An activity monitoring system should be based on
four broad monitoring objectives related to the location, area, time and drivers of forest change. These
objectives should be properly integrated with monitoring and MRV systems at the national level. Current
schemes for monitoring these activities are based on remote sensing and field measurements mainly
from national forest inventories.
Remote sensing has proven to be very useful for deforestation monitoring at the global, national and
subnational scale [1,14–16]. However, remote sensing based monitoring of forest degradation and
regrowth still remains problematic [17–19], due to cloud cover, seasonality and the limited spatial and
temporal resolution of remote sensing observations. Enhancing the interpretation of remote sensing
analyses requires substantial ground verification and validation [20]. Accomplishing these tasks through
national forest inventory data is expensive, time-consuming and difficult to implement across large
spatial scales [21,22].
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Community-based monitoring (CBM) is an emerging alternative method for forest change monitoring
that promises to be cheaper than conventional monitoring methods [7,23–25]. CBM methodologies can
be organized into two main categories: (i) forest carbon stock measurements for emission factors; and
(ii) forest change monitoring for activity data. Results from well-designed forest carbon measurement
studies [26–29] have demonstrated that local datasets are comparable to professional measurements,
while being cheaper to obtain. Furthermore, CBM can be considered as a tool to empower the local
communities and raise awareness towards better forest management [30,31].
While CBM-based forest carbon stock measurement has been shown to be feasible [26,27],
monitoring of forest change through CBM has not been thoroughly investigated yet. Forest change
monitoring is a continuous process, which requires continuous data acquisition, and local communities
may act as active in situ sensors [32]. Their local knowledge could be especially valuable in signaling
forest change activities (deforestation, forest degradation or reforestation) and providing valuable
information, such as location, time, size, type and proximate drivers of the change events on a near
real-time basis [24]. The impacts of these activities are rarely captured comprehensively in national
forest inventories or from remote sensing [7,8,25]. The recent development of hand-held technologies
continues to improve and has significantly enhanced the local capacity in data collection
procedures [29]. Data acquired by communities can therefore play an essential role in enhancing the
efficiency and lowering the cost of monitoring activities, while simultaneously promoting transparency
and better management of forests. Thus, local participation within monitoring programs holds promise
for national REDD+ MRV implementation.
Despite the potentials of CBM, the main challenge of using locally collected data lies in the lack of
confidence in data collection procedures [30]. The accuracy and reliability of such datasets are often
questionable due to inconsistencies arising from the fact that local participants collect data independently
of each other. This can further result in incomplete data collection and a biased representation of changes
in a study area [33]. Therefore, data credibility and trustworthiness are major obstacles to the integration
of CBM data in NFMS [34,35]. This fact has triggered us to rectify the current shortcomings and expand
the current state of knowledge in community-based forest monitoring and its utility in NFMS.
Specifically, we aim to check the consistency of local datasets and investigate their complementary use
to remote sensing.
The purpose of this research is to discover new perspectives and insights into community-based
observations. The aims of this paper are to: (i) present the details of a local expert-based forest
monitoring system; (ii) assess the spatial, temporal and thematic accuracy of local expert data against
independent field-based measurements and high resolution SPOT and RapidEye satellite imagery; and
(iii) explore the complementarity of local expert data with remote sensing data. While the UNESCO
Kafa Biosphere Reserve in Southwestern Ethiopia is shown here as a case study, the concepts presented
in this study are applicable to a broader geographic scope and can be scaled up to the national level in
support of NFMS and REDD+ MRV.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area Description
The study area is situated in the Kafa Zone, Southern Nations Nationalities and People’s Region
(SNNPR), in Southwestern Ethiopia (Figure 1). The Kafa Zone is over 700,000 ha in size and was
recognized as a Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO’s Man and the Biosphere (MaB) program in March,
2011. This region is characterized by Afromontane cloud forest, with approximately 50% of the land
cover still forested. Average annual precipitation in the area is approximately 1700 mm, and average
annual air temperature is approximately 19 °C [36]. The topography of the Kafa Biosphere consists of
mountains and undulating hills, with elevations ranging between 400 to 3100 m. The forest ecosystem
provides an important contribution to the livelihoods of the people in the area, including wild coffee,
valuable spices and honey from wild bees. It also represents a significant store of forest carbon as
above-ground biomass.
Figure 1. Study area in the UNESCO Kafa Biosphere Reserve, Southwestern Ethiopia; local
expert observations (black crosses) were compared with a field-based reference dataset (red
circles) and high resolution remote sensing data from the SPOT (footprint shown as a blue
dotted line) and RapidEye (footprint shown as a black dotted line) sensors.
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2.2. Description of the Forest Monitoring System in the Kafa Biosphere Reserve
According to REDD+ monitoring and implementation guidelines, it is important to involve local
community groups and indigenous societies to carry out forest monitoring, in particular if there is any
prospect of payment and credits for environmental services [6,31,37]. A variety of practical experiences
from developing countries, such as Nepal, Tanzania, Cameroon, India, Mexico, Indonesia, China, Laos,
Cambodia and Vietnam, have demonstrated that local communities can play an essential role in forest
monitoring and management programs [7,26–29,38]. However, most of these experiences are limited to
carbon stock measurements in support of REDD+ MRV, with few prescribed field methods for
establishing activity monitoring (forest change) on the ground [24,29]. In this study, we present a
ground-based system to monitor activity data because of their increasing importance in the context of
REDD+. The following setup was designed to contribute an efficient and continuous forest monitoring
system for the Kafa Biosphere Reserve.
Selection of local experts: Selection and recruitment of local experts acts as the backbone for a forest
monitoring system, as the success of these CBM systems largely depends on the knowledge,
commitment, feeling of ownership and competencies of these individuals [39]. The selection process
featured in this study is based on a scheme of collaborative design of monitoring with external
interpretation of the data, one of five schemes of local involvement in monitoring proposed by Danielson
et al. [40]. A total of 30 local experts were recruited within the frame of the project called “Climate
Protection and Primary Forest Preservation—A Management Model using the Wild Coffee Forests in
Ethiopia as an Example” under the Nature and Biodiversity Conservation Union (NABU). The
recruitment was done through the Kafa Zone Bureau of Agriculture and Rural Development (BoARD).
The selection was done in such a way that it represents on average three experts from each of the 10
woredas (administrative units in Ethiopia). All chosen local experts had at least a secondary level of
education and some fundamental understanding of forest management. This selection procedure was
seen as a step towards greater community involvement in monitoring activities with the representatives
involved from all woredas, assuring the potential for significant enhancement of the monitoring capacity
of the project. Apart from monitoring, these experts also bear responsibilities for other project activities,
such as the development of ecotourism, reforestation, community plantations, the distribution of energy
saving stoves and awareness raising for the sustainable use of forest resources (e.g., honey and
wild coffee).
Data acquisition: Two methods of data acquisition were implemented and tested in this study. In the
first method, paper-based forest disturbance forms with GPS devices were used by local experts to
acquire forest monitoring data. The data collection forms were designed primarily with project
monitoring objectives in mind, but also were compliant with REDD+ MRV requirements. This form
focused on capturing forest changes, including small-scale forest degradation, deforestation and
reforestation. In the second method, mobile devices with integrated GPS and camera functionality were
used to increase the ease and simplicity in collection, entering and managing locally acquired data. For
this purpose, a decision-based data collection form (Figure 2) was designed in XML and was deployed
on mobile devices using the Open Data Kit (ODK) Collect application [41]. This form contains optional
input constraints, flows that depend on previous input, icon-based user-friendly graphics and local
language support. Mobile devices stored the data asynchronously and transferred data to data servers
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over GPRS, Wi-Fi or USB, as connectivity was available. An online database management system based
on ODK Aggregate, postgreSQL and PhP was designed for the proper storage, analysis and visualization
of the acquired data. Further details of the adopted proposed data acquisition method can be found in
Pratihast et al. [29]. A paper-based data acquisition system was used in 2012, whereas mobile devices
were used to collect the data in 2013. Even though the tools used to acquire data were different, the
overall form of the design was consistent, with a few key differences in terms of multimedia features.
Training and capacity building program: user friendly training materials were produced for the
developed technology and data collection methodology. A series of training events was conducted before
and during the implementation of the monitoring activities. The main purpose of training was to enhance
the capacity of local experts and to develop approaches and strategies for program implementation.
Figure 2. Decision-based data acquisition form for local experts; the questions that are posed
in the forms depend on answers given to preceding questions; such a design ensures that the
questions are relevant to the land cover change being described.
Basic data
(name, date, place etc.)

GPS data

Forest?

Yes

Disturbance?

No

Yes

Forest
type

Point /polygon

No

Forest
type

Current
land use

Drivers of
current land use

Drivers of
disturbance

Disturbance
Date

Description

Photo

2.3. Reference Datasets
Local experts are capable of reporting forest change process at a high temporal frequency. Finding
suitable reference data that can thoroughly assess the spatial, temporal and thematic accuracy of these
data is difficult, however. In this study, two types of accurate reference datasets were acquired to evaluate
the accuracy of these local expert data: field-based reference dataset (FRD) and remote sensing (RS).
Field-based reference dataset (FRD): we conducted a field visit in order to validate the ground data
collected by local experts. Due to cost constraints, it was not possible to visit all locations reported by
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local experts. We selected six accessible woredas owing to practical considerations. These woredas
contain more than 65% of the local expert data. Within these woredas, 140 locations (Figure 1) were
randomly selected and were revisited during November–December, 2013, by a team of professionals.
The decision-based data acquisition form on the mobile devices (Figure 2) was used by the team of
professionals to measure location, size, time, drivers and photographs of change events.
Remote sensing (RS): a time series of high resolution remote sensing images acquired between 2005
and 2013 (including pan-sharpened SPOT and RapidEye images) were available for the analysis of
reference data (Table 1) in the study area (Figure 1, Appendix Table A1). The SPOT 4 and SPOT 5
imagery have a ground resolution of 10 m and 2.5 m, respectively, whereas RapidEye has a ground
resolution of 6.5 m. Locally-reported forest monitoring locations were visually interpreted based on an
approach described by Pohl and Van Genderen [42]. Following this approach, images were
systematically examined and pixels representing forest change areas were manually digitized as
polygons. The forest change areas were estimated by calculating the polygon area.
Table 1. Summary of the SPOT and RapidEye scenes used in this study.
Sensor

Ground resolution

Year of acquisition

Number of scenes

SPOT 4

10 m

2005–2006

6

SPOT 5

2.5 m
(Pan sharpened image)

2007–2011

8

RapidEye

6.5 m

2012–2013

27

2.4. Accuracy Assessment
Several metrics have been proposed by researchers to describe the quality of geographic
data [43–45]. However, no specific list of elements with a consistent definition has yet been agreed upon.
The latest attempt to standardize data quality elements is ISO 19113 in 2002 [46], which proposes the
following five elements: completeness, logical consistency, positional accuracy, temporal accuracy and
thematic accuracy. In this study, we limited the quality assessment to three of these major categories,
namely spatial, temporal and thematic accuracy, since these are essential aspects of forest monitoring
datasets [8]. The details of the accuracy measures employed in this study are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Specific approaches used to assess the spatial, temporal and thematic accuracy of
local expert data.
Category

Measured variable local expert data

Reference data

Measures of accuracy

GPS accuracy
Size of forest change

Field based

Confidence interval
(95%)

Temporal
Accuracy

Time of change

Remote sensing

Time lag

Thematic
Accuracy

Presence of forest
Forest change type
Driver of forest change

Field based

Error matrix

Location variables (Qualitative)
Spatial Accuracy
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2.4.1. Spatial Accuracy
In this study, three aspects of the spatial accuracy of the local experts’ data were assessed, including
categorical location information, GPS location information and the estimated size of forest change. The
categorical location information included categories for representing the administrative units, like
woreda, kebele (administrative sub-unit of a woreda) and a spatial category representing distance to core
forest, nearest village and roads (i.e., less than 1 km, 1–2 km, 2–3 km and more than 3 km). To estimate
the accuracy of these responses, comparisons were made between the local expert data and the FRD.
From this sample, the fraction of correct observations in the total population of local expert reports was
estimated using the hypergeometric distribution [47], a discrete probability distribution that describes
the probability of obtaining a correct response from a finite population size without replacement. The
95% confidence interval was calculated by using the 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles of this distribution.
In addition to the categorical location descriptors, local experts provided GPS readings for each
report. Each reading was associated with a measurement error reported by the GPS receiver. The GPS
measurement errors in the local expert dataset were compared with measurement errors in the FRD using
a t-distribution [47]. Using this distribution, the mean bias (with 95% confidence interval) and the
standard deviation between the local expert and FRD GPS errors were calculated.
Finally, the size of forest change polygons mapped by local experts were compared with change
polygons digitized from visually interpreted high resolution SPOT and orthorectified RapidEye time
series imagery. Forty deforestation polygons falling within the spatial extent of the SPOT and RapidEye
time series were selected. The relationship between the size of field-delineated change areas and
polygons digitized from high-resolution imagery was evaluated using a t-distribution.
2.4.2. Temporal Accuracy
Recording the timing of forest change is essential for the implementation of a robust forest monitoring
system. Assessing the temporal accuracy of local monitoring data remains a challenge due to a lack of
reference time series imagery of sufficient temporal density and spatial resolution that can describe
disturbances in near real-time [48,49]. To overcome this limitation, only the area for which time series
images of SPOT and RapidEye were available (Table 1) was used for this analysis. Here, a visual
interpretation of the time series of satellite images for each local data set was carried out, and the time
of forest disturbance was estimated for each data set. Furthermore, a temporal lag between the reference
satellite datasets and local expert datasets was calculated to determine the average time delay or temporal
lag of deforestation (Equation 1):
Temporal lag = Year of detection by remote sensing − Year of detection by local experts

(1)

2.4.3. Thematic Accuracy
Attributes, such as the presence or absence of forest, forest change type and drivers of forest change
were included in the assessment of thematic accuracy. The accuracy of these variables was assessed by
comparing local expert dataset with the field-based reference dataset. An error matrix was produced for
each category and used to derive producer’s accuracy, user’s accuracy and the overall accuracy [50].
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3. Results
3.1. Characteristics of Local Monitoring Data
3.1.1. Attributes of the Local Expert Monitoring Data
Local experts are capable of systematically monitoring forest change. In this study, we focused on
deforestation and forest degradation processes to illustrate the major attributes of the data collected by
local people (Figure 3, Table 3). The results show that local experts have documented forest change
processes, which include spatial (location and size), temporal (time of change events) and thematic (type
of change, driver of change and photograph from the North, East, West and South directions)
information. Furthermore, deforestation, the conversion from forest to non-forest land [8], and forest
degradation, negative changes in forest biomass without conversion to another land cover type, could be
mapped separately using data provided by local experts (Figure 3). In this case, local experts tried to
delineate exact deforestation areas from the ground by recording multiple GPS location around the
boundary (Figure 3a). On the other hand, forest degradation is a gradual process without a fixed
boundary [8] and could therefore not be mapped with such precision. In such cases, local experts
provided the central location and approximate area affected rather than an exact change polygon (Figure 3b).
3.1.2. Monitoring Frequency
During the period of January, 2012, to December, 2013, a total of 755 locations were observed
(Figure 4). Of these, 46% were labelled as forest degradation, 25% as deforestation and 30% as
reforestation. All data in 2012 were acquired using paper forms with hand-held GPS devices, whereas
in 2013, data were acquired using mobile devices. In general, local observations were spread equally
over the whole Biosphere Reserve (Figure 1). However, monitoring efforts were not consistent
throughout the year (Figure 4). Irregularities in monitoring activities were influenced by a wide range of
factors, including the timing of training and capacity building programs and adverse weather conditions.
The number of received monitoring forms (in 2012) and digital observations (in 2013) increased during
training and capacity building program (January to March), while it decreased during the rainy season
(July to September).
3.1.3. Drivers of Forest Change
Drivers of forest change were mostly associated with agriculture expansion and settlement expansion,
followed by charcoal and firewood extraction, intensive coffee cultivation, timber harvesting and natural
disasters, which mainly included landslides erosion and windfall. Many of the drivers were found to
co-occur at a single location (Table 4). In the case of agricultural expansion, 34 of the events were
attributed to agriculture expansion alone, whereas 185 events were attributed to agriculture expansion
together with charcoal and fire wood collection, and 61 of those changes were found to be due to the
co-occurrence of agriculture expansion and timber harvesting. This observation is logical considering
that agriculture expansion in Kafa Biosphere Reserves is in fact a gradual process coupled with forest
degradation. After demarcation of a portion of forest area for agricultural development, a farmer
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commonly keeps much of the forest for the first couple of years to harvest coffee, spices, fuel wood,
charcoal and timber, before the forest is fully cleared to make way for agricultural activities.
Figure 3. Examples of (a) deforestation monitoring and (b) forest degradation monitoring
by local experts; observations were mapped either as polygons (a) or point (b) features,
depending on the process being described; each form was accompanied by four photos
representing the north, east, south and west perspectives; the attribute tables associated with
these observations are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Attribute tables derived from local expert observations of deforestation and forest
degradation (shown in Figure 3a,b, respectively).
Category

Spatial

Temporal

Thematic

Measured Variables
Woreda
Kebele
Distance to road
Distance to nearest
village
Distance to core forest
GPS coordinates
(latitude, longitude)
Disturbance date
Disturbance type
Driver of disturbance
Size of disturbance

Value of Deforestation
(Figure 3a)

Value of Forest
Degradation (Figure 3b)

Gawata
Ganty
More than 3 km

Gawata
Ona
1–2 km

1–2 km

1–2 km

More than 3 km

More than 3 km

7.53, 35.84

7.54, 35.81

03-18-2013
Deforestation
Agriculture expansion,
timber harvesting and
firewood
2 ha

03-18-2005
Forest degradation
Coffee cultivation, timber
harvesting and firewood
4 ha
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Figure 4. Number of observations collected by local experts in 2012 and 2013; all
observations in 2012 were acquired using an analogue (paper-based) system, whereas
observations acquired in 2013 were collected using either analogue or digital (smart
phone-based) methods.

Frequency of ground observations

250

Training &
Capacity building

Rainy season

200

2012

2013

150
100
50
0

Jan-Mar

Apr-Jun

Jul-Sep

Oct-Dec

Months

Table 4. Number of instances of the co-occurrence of forest change drivers. Numbers along
the diagonal indicate the number of instances that a particular driver was reported alone.
Forest change drivers
Intensive
Charcoal and
coffee
fire wood
cultivation

Number of occurrences

Agriculture
expansion

Settlement
expansion

Agriculture expansion
Settlement expansion
Charcoal and fire wood
Intensive coffee
cultivation
Timber harvesting
Natural disaster
Total

34
48
112

42
75

57

0

55

76

19

61
13
268

70
17
259

44
2
179

10
1
30

Timber
harvesting

Natural
disaster

15
2
17

2
2

3.2. Results on Accuracy Assessment
3.2.1. Spatial Accuracy
A breakdown of the estimated fraction correct of assigned spatial categories with a 95% confidence
interval is shown in Table 5. The spatial accuracy varied considerably across the various spatial
categories included in the monitoring forms. The woreda was recorded with the highest mean fraction
correct of 0.92, whereas the estimated distance to core forest was found to have the lowest mean fraction
correct of 0.71.
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Table 5. Fraction correct of local data assignment to spatial categories.
Fraction correct

Spatial category

Mean

Confidence interval (95%)

0.92
0.78
0.77
0.75
0.71

0.88 to 0.96
0.72 to 0.84
0.71 to 0.83
0.68 to 0.81
0.64 to 0.77

Woreda
Kebele
Distance nearest village
Distance nearest road
Distance to core forest

A comparison of GPS errors reported by local experts with those reported in the FRD showed a slight
systematic error of 0.65 m between the two datasets (Table 6). A similarly slight bias was found between
forest change areas as reported by the local experts and forest change areas derived from high resolution
remote sensing imagery, in cases where these areas did not exceed 2 ha (Table 6). In larger change areas
(exceeding 2 ha), however, the absolute bias increased to 1.06, implying that local experts had
systematically underestimated the area of large change polygons.
Table 6. Positional accuracy of local expert data.
Mean bias

Standard
deviation

Confidence interval for
mean bias (95%)

GPS error (m)

0.65

1.79

0.62 to 0.68

Size of forest change (ha);
polygons <2 ha

0.16

0.29

0.13 to 0.20

Size of forest change (ha);
polygons >2 ha

−1.06

1.26

−1.28 to −0.85

Measure

3.2.2. Temporal Accuracy
Each forest change event was recorded by local experts with a time stamp that represents the time at
which the process of change took place. In total, 40 deforestation and 60 degradation locations were
visually assessed from high resolution remote sensing (SPOT and RapidEye) imagery. An example of
the visual interpretation of high resolution time series of SPOT5 (2008–2010) and RapidEye imagery
(2012–2013) is shown in Figure 5. The locally mapped polygon is displayed at the center of each subset
of image. The interpretation shows that the forest cover was significantly reduced after 2012.
The histogram of the temporal accuracy of locally determined change dates compared to high
resolution imagery for deforestation and forest degradation is shown in Figure 6. Here, a positive
temporal lag indicates that local experts indicated a change date earlier than that determined using remote
sensing data, and a negative time lag indicates the reverse situation. The results reveal that 33% of
deforestation events reported by local experts corresponded accurately to the dates observed in the
remote sensing data. In other cases, 25% and 20% of total deforestation events as observed from remote
sensing were detected one and two years earlier than the local reported time, respectively (Figure 6). On
the other hand, the comparison of dates associated with forest degradation as reported by local experts
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shows that the majority of these signals were recorded one (32%) to two (22%) years earlier than dates
detected by remote sensing.
Figure 5. Example of visual interpretation to assess the temporal accuracy of the local expert
dataset; the image subset is based on SPOT5 data from 2008 to 2011 (red = Band 3, green =
Band 1, blue = Band 2) and two RapidEye images from 2012 and 2013 (red = Band 3, green
= Band 2, blue = Band 1); a ground photograph taken by a local expert in 2013 is also shown;
the red polygon is the forest change mapped by a local expert; the forest change occurred
between 2012 and 2013.

Figure 6. Histogram of time lags in capturing deforestation (left) and forest degradation by
remote sensing (SPOT and RapidEye) imagery (right); a time lag is defined as the difference
between change dates observed from remote sensing image interpretation and those dates
recorded by local experts.

3.2.3. Thematic Accuracy
Thematic information is one of the added values of the local expert dataset compared to remote
sensing. Summaries of the accuracy assessment of three thematic elements (the presence of forest, forest
change type and drivers of forest change) are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Accuracy assessment of local expert data compared to field-based reference dataset
in the thematic domain.
Elements
Presence of forest
Forest change type
Driver of forest change

User accuracy
93%
83%
71%

Producer accuracy
92%
84%
68%

Overall accuracy
94%
83%
69%

The results show an overall accuracy of 82% for thematic elements compared to the field-based
reference dataset. The presence of forest was found to have a producer’s accuracy of 92%, a user’s
accuracy of 93% and an overall accuracy of 94%. The drivers of forest change had a comparatively
lower producer’s accuracy of 71%, a user’s accuracy of 68% and an overall accuracy of 69%.
4. Discussion
4.1. Local Expert-Based Forest Monitoring System
The establishment of robust and reliable NFMS in developing countries is an expensive and
challenging task. Several studies have shown that CBM has the potential to increase the saliency,
credibility and legitimacy of such forest monitoring systems [7,26–28,30,51]. However, current studies
do not clearly describe the following aspects of forest change monitoring (related to activity data):
(1) the long-term operational procedures of community involvement; (2) technology selection;
(3) consistency of local datasets; and (4) complementarity with remote sensing data. In this regard, we
demonstrate an operational forest monitoring system that includes local expert activity monitoring data
in the UNESCO Kafa Biosphere Reserve, Southern Nations, Nationalities and People’s Region
(SNNPR), Ethiopia. In general, our monitoring setup allows local experts to collect forest change
variables, such as geo-location, size of forest change, time of forest change and proximate drivers behind
the change, in more detail. Similar to previous studies [29,52], we also found that the use of mobile
devices has a clear advantage over a paper-based system in capturing photographs and multimedia
information from the ground and improves the local capacity in data collection, transmission and
visualization procedures (Figure 3 and Table 3). Furthermore, our results show that these datasets are
fully structured in terms of spatial, temporal and thematic detail and capable of describing the forest
change process well. While our results are based on a local case study, these monitoring activities have
the potential to be scaled up to the national level and integrated with an NFMS.
The local expert-based forest monitoring system in this study faced some critical barriers, such as
systematic coverage and consistency in monitoring frequency. Our results show that 53% of the local
data were collected within 1 km of the local road network, hindering systematic coverage of the study
area. This restriction is a result of poor road infrastructure or a lack of transportation means. A recent
study in Southwestern Ethiopia has shown that most forest change occurs in remote locations far from
urban areas [53], suggesting that much of these changes could not be fully captured by local experts
alone. This mobility barrier could be overcome by engaging local communities who live near the forest
areas of interest.
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We also observed that the frequency of local data collection depends largely on weather conditions
and motivations towards monitoring activities. A decrease in data acquisition was seen during the rainy
season, indicating that weather has a significant impact on the mobility of local people. This reduction
in data frequency may also be due to a decrease in disturbance activities by farmers during this time.
The motivation can be triggered by providing local experts with adequate incentives for conducting
monitoring activities even during adverse weather conditions and also providing them with the necessary
accessories and travel means. Regular training and capacity building programs should also be conducted
to keep the local experts updated. While such initiatives in motivating the local experts towards efficient
monitoring may not fill the data gap completely, they could help to substantially increase the
commitment and long-term engagement of local people towards monitoring.
4.2. Critical Review on the Accuracy of Local Datasets
In this study, we assessed the spatial, temporal and thematic accuracy of the local expert dataset.
Identifying the factors influencing these accuracies is important to understanding the role that
this dataset can play in a forest monitoring system. The main influencing factors are explained in
detail below.
4.2.1. Spatial Accuracy
Spatial accuracy was influenced by three main factors: interpretation of administrative boundaries,
GPS errors and failure to map full polygons. First, the administrative boundaries are not always visible
on the ground. Local experts may incorrectly interpret these boundaries when they are away from their
own villages. This error might be solved by providing base maps prepared by an Ethiopian mapping
agency and regional governments during field work, which may contain the updated information
regarding these administrative layers.
Second, GPS location error arises due to the weak signal caused by dense forests and high slopes.
Mobile devices used in this study achieve maximum GPS accuracy by taking the average measurement
from all available satellites reached in a given time. GPS accuracy could be improved by using averaging
positional measurements over a longer period of time [54].
Third, the area of change estimated by local experts was found to be biased due to difficulties in
mapping large change polygons in the field. When an insufficient number of polygon vertices was
mapped by the local experts, resulting polygons were smaller than those delineated by visual
interpretation from remote sensing imagery, giving rise to a negative bias in field-based area estimations.
These errors could be avoided by implementing a visualization feature in the mobile device-based forms,
whereby local experts can see the polygon they have mapped while in the field. Based on observed errors
that arise in the mapping process, these can be corrected by the local experts.
4.2.2. Temporal Accuracy
To assess temporal accuracy of the local dataset, temporal lag was calculated based on forest
disturbance dates determined using remote sensing time series data. The temporal lag in detecting
deforestation and degradation (Figure 7) is not necessarily a direct result of inaccuracies in the local
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dataset, but rather highlights differences in the interpretation of change between ground-based and
satellite-based methods in the case of deforestation and forest degradation.
Evidence from our study indicates that deforestation is detected earlier using higher resolution SPOT
and RapidEye imagery compared to local expert observations. This time lag in deforestation detection
is likely due to differences in the interpretation of change events. Since optical remote sensing observes
changes in the canopy cover of forests, changes delineated by visual interpretation of remote sensing
time series were directly related to land cover changes. Local experts, on the other hand, reported
changes in land use (e.g., the conversion of forest land to agricultural land) [55]. The difference between
the land cover and land use-based definition of deforestation is important in this case, because actual
land use change typically follows several years of gradual canopy cover change. Whereas deforestation
was understood by local experts to mean the conversion of forest land to cropland, changes in the canopy
cover in the years preceding this change were often interpreted as land cover change (deforestation) by
the remote sensing analyst, thus giving rise to the temporal lag observed in this study (Figure 6).
Interestingly, a reverse temporal lag was found in the case of forest degradation reported by local
experts. Optical remote sensing data are known to have limitations with regards to the detection of
low-level degradation, especially when driven by fuelwood collection [24], as was found in this study
(Table 4). This low level degradation generally takes place underneath the forest canopy and is thus not
detectable using remote sensing data until degradation rates are such that canopy openings begin to
appear. For this reason, a delay in degradation detection by remote sensing was found in this study. In
many cases, low-level degradation is not at all detectable with optical remote sensing data
when degradation fails to result in canopy openings. In this case, local datasets convey a clear
advantage when combined with remote sensing data to achieve a comprehensive description of the
degradation processes.
4.2.3. Thematic Accuracy
While analysis of the thematic accuracy of the local experts’ dataset showed a high overall accuracy
(82%), the drivers of forest change were reported with a relatively lower accuracy (69%). One possible
explanation for this lower accuracy could be due to differences in perceiving the proximal drivers of
forest change by local experts and the team of professionals who were involved in collecting FRD.
Another explanation for this lower accuracy could be the complexity of multiple drivers and dynamic
nature of land use changes, which make categorization of forest change drivers difficult. In the case of
Ethiopia, multiple drivers, such as fuelwood extraction, grazing, timber harvesting and agriculture
expansion, operate together, and choosing the most prominent driver for such a situation is difficult
(Table 4). The reporting of drivers could be improved through improved form design (e.g., using
simplified classes and iconography).
4.3. Potential Role of Local Datasets in an Integrated Monitoring System
4.3.1. Complementarity with Remote Sensing Analysis
The local data stream presented in this paper is not an investigation to replace or compete with remote
sensing-based monitoring data, which is conventionally used in forest area change analyses, but is rather
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envisioned to be complementary to these data. The complementarity between remote sensing and
community-observations is described below in the context of several key REDD+ MRV questions
(Figure 7).
The first question for REDD+ MRV is the location of change. Remote sensing approaches are highly
suitable for answering this question. The value of remote sensing data and their successful
implementation to monitor forest change on various scales (global, regional, national, etc.) and at various
resolutions is well established [1,15]. The advantages of these methods include consistent data
acquisitions, automated data processing and large area coverage [14,56,57]. A main shortcoming is the
need for spatially-explicit ground (in situ) data to enhance the reliability of these remote sensing
products [58]. There is always a lack of spatially-explicit and statistically representative ground data,
because this information is expensive and time consuming to acquire. To address this deficiency, local
data streams proposed in this study may provide a useful way to complement remote sensing data. The
spatial accuracy results of the local expert data (Tables 5 and 6) show that local datasets can be used to
better understand information related to local administration (e.g., the name of the district and village)
or geographical characteristics (distance to roads, nearest village and core forest). Similarly, remote
sensing may help to add value to local data streams by providing wall-to-wall coverage, which can be
used to validate local data streams. The synergies of both methods may lead to a more efficient
monitoring system for data acquisition and to rendering reliable information.
Figure 7. Contributions of remote sensing and community-observation for REDD+
MRV monitoring objectives related to location, size, timing and drivers of forest change;
black arrows indicate a very strong contribution; dark grey arrows indicate a
reasonably strong contribution; and light grey arrows indicate a limited contribution to these
monitoring objectives.
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The second REDD+ MRV question is the area of forest change. Both remote sensing and local
datasets have their own difficulties when used to map the area of forest change. In general, remote
sensing plays a promising role for mapping larger areas, because of its ability to map wall-to-wall
changes [15]. However, the trade-offs between the spatial and temporal capabilities of remote sensing
limits their use to monitoring small-scale forest change [14]. Since we have shown that local datasets
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are sufficiently accurate to track small forest changes, the overall mapping of forest change area can be
enhanced by exploiting the synergy between these datasets.
The third REDD+ MRV question is related to the timing of forest change. Historical archives of
remote sensing imagery and the prospect of a continuous data stream based on new satellites, such as
Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2, offer a possibility to analyze the temporal patterns of forest change and the
impact of human activities [57,59]. However, the temporal accuracy of detected changes based on this
imagery depends on: (1) the availability of cloud-free observations; (2) the seasonality and climate
trends; and (3) the spatial scales of land cover change phenomena. In areas with high persistent cloud
cover, the detection of actual changes can be delayed due to missing observations, and the seasonality
of vegetation can obscure actual changes. Climate events, such as major droughts, can result in temporal
signals that resemble actual change, thus contributing to errors. Finally, the scale of change can influence
the time at which a change is detected from space. Specifically, we have seen in this study that higher
resolution SPOT and RapidEye imagery detect deforestation earlier than local experts, whereas the
detection of forest degradation using remote sensing data is delayed compared to that of local experts.
Reports of small-scale deforestation and forest degradation from local experts can therefore contribute
to an improved understanding of change processes, and the integration of both methods should lead to a
more efficient system to signal new changes in near real-time.
The final REDD+ MRV question is related to the driver of forest change. NFMS for REDD+ needs
to be designed to track and completely document the drivers of forest change processes [6]. Drivers vary
across regions [60], leading to different dominant forest change processes and different approaches
needed to tackle these drivers [24]. In general, remote sensing has limited capabilities to track forest
change drivers, whereas community-observations are very accurate in reporting these drivers. These
drivers of change can be better understood with an intimate knowledge of forest change processes, and
this information has the potential to enhance the pertinence of the remote sensing data analysis.
Information on drivers collected by local experts thus presents new opportunities for monitoring forest
change events.
4.3.2. Link to the National Forest Monitoring System (“Up-Scaling”)
The UNFCCC encourages developing countries to establish an NFMS in support of REDD+
MRV [6]. The NFMS needs to monitor forest carbon and changes in compliance with the five IPCC
principles: consistency, transparency, comparability, completeness and accuracy [2]. However, most
developing countries have a low monitoring capacity, and the development of these capacities will take
considerable time and resources [11]. In this research, we found that local communities can monitor
forest changes in a cost-effective way. By scaling up CBM activities to the national level, these capacity
gaps can be addressed in an efficient and cost-effective way. Developing countries should therefore give
priority to CBM in developing their NFMS and MRV systems.
The UNFCCC REDD+ also offers an opportunity for safeguards, biodiversity conservation and other
ecosystem services beyond carbon sequestration [61–63]. Monitoring all of these elements within
REDD+ is a challenge. Our proposed local monitoring system is based on well-established monitoring
principles and experiences. The main advantage of the system is the flexibility in design. The data
acquisition side of the system can be easily modified, and it can incorporate other types of environmental
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monitoring variables. Thus, the integration of other environmental monitoring variables may lead to
long-term benefits [18] and shape the future of REDD+ monitoring and implementation efforts [12].
4.4. Future Research Directions
Although our study is founded on the argument that considerable progress can be made towards
community-based forest monitoring in REDD+, there is a clear need for improvements to the monitoring
set-up. The first area of improvement is the engagement of local communities that have an impact on the
success of the proposed monitoring setup. In our study, local experts were employed and the
acquaintance of the local people with their local area was a clear advantage in monitoring local changes.
Moreover, the feeling of ownership that local people have for their locale has a strong influence on the
motivation to participate. Local capacities should therefore be developed through extensive training. The
second area of improvement is related to data entry errors. Advancements in hand-held devices, such as
smart phones and PDA devices, will improve local participation within monitoring programs. The
application of mobile devices can improve the local participation and reduce data entry error within
monitoring programs [29]. However, further improvement is needed in terms of user-friendly form
design. Specifically, drop-down selection options and multimedia (photos, video and audio) are
preferable to manual text entry, which is prone to entry errors. Finally, there is a need to integrate near
real-time data streams from both satellites and CBM. Recently, efforts have been made towards
improving near real-time forest monitoring using remote sensing data [15,64]. However, the efficacy of
near real-time monitoring from ground-based sources, such as CBM, has not yet been investigated.
Addressing these gaps in CBM is an important next step in the arena of REDD+ MRV and NFMS.
5. Conclusions
Community-based monitoring is gaining popularity, and large volumes of ground observations that
can potentially enhance forest monitoring are being generated. To tap into this potential, we need a better
understanding of local data contributions, in particular their consistency and complementarity with
remote sensing.
In this article, we present a novel approach to monitor forest change through local experts and evaluate
the accuracy and complementarity of local datasets over field-based reference measurements and high
resolution satellite imagery from SPOT and RapidEye. We demonstrate the application of the approach
by implementing a CBM case study with 30 local experts in the Kafa Biosphere Reserve in Ethiopia.
The proposed approach helps us to understand the characteristics and competencies of local datasets.
The results show that the local experts are accurate compared to field-based observations and high
resolution remote sensing in providing the spatial, temporal and thematic details of the forest change
process. Local monitoring data also offer a way to complement and enhance remote
sensing-based forest change analysis. In future research, we foresee new ways to integrate local expert
monitoring data with satellite-based monitoring data into NFMS in support of REDD+ MRV and near
real-time forest change monitoring.
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Appendix
Table A1. The details of SPOT and RapidEye scenes used in this study; the tile IDs of SPOT
images are based on the SPOT K-J reference grid.
Sensor

SPOT4

Tile ID
133–336
133–335
132–335
134–336
134–335
133–336

Date of acquisition
2-03-2005
2-03-2005
12-22-2005
12-11-2006
12-11-2006
6-07-2006
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Table A1. Cont.
Sensor

SPOT5

RapidEye

Tile ID
133–335
133–335
133–335
133–335
133–335
134–336
134–335
134–335
133–336
133–336
133–335
133–335
133–335
132–335
3642428
3642528
3642528
3642627
3642628
3642727
3642728
3742302
3742401
3742402
3742501
3742502
3642428
3642527
3642827
3642828
3742302
3742302
3742402
3742402
3742403
3742403
3742403
3742501
3742502
3742502
3742502

Date of acquisition
11-02-2007
12-28-2008
1-12-2009
1-01-2010
24-3-2011
2-06-2011
2-06-2011
2-06-2011
2-15-2011
1-26-2011
3-24-2011
3-24-2011
3-24-2011
2-05-2011
12-12-2012
12-12-2012
2-24-2013
12-12-2012
2-24-2013
2-24-2013
2-24-2013
10-17-2012
1-02-2013
10-17-2012
2-24-2013
1-05-2012
1-02-2013
12-12-2012
2-24-2013
2-24-2013
1-01-2012
2-25-2013
1-01-2012
2-25-2013
1-01-2012
10-17-2012
2-25-2013
1-02-2013
10-17-2012
1-02-2013
2-25-2013
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